
Marshall Motif ANC True
Wireless Headphones, Black

250568

This is Motif A.N.C., the true wireless headphones from
Marshall that amplify your audio while shutting down the
noise around you with active noise cancellation. Carry
the big stage in your pocket with 20 total hours of
wireless playtime and the sturdy portable charging case.
These wireless earbuds deliver big on their promise of
thunderous sound in a neat package. Enjoy amplified
audio in a sealed-fit design that is made for all-day
listening.

Cancel the noise, amplify the sound
When you want to shut down the noise around you and deep dive into your music without distraction, Motif A.N.C. has
your back. Set your own level of active noise cancellation and Transparency for a truly personal listening experience.

Marshall signature sound
Boasting the biggest sound in the smallest package,Motif A.N.C. delivers on its promise. These true wireless
headphones know that your music is everything, and that’s why their design puts it first.

Reliable playtime with wireless charging
Motif A.N.C. is the true wireless you can depend on when you want to crank up the volume for hours on end. Each
earbud holds 4.5 hours of wireless playtime with full A.N.C. and the portable charging case provides 20 total hours of
playtime on a single charge. Wireless charging also makes it even easier to charge and go (Wireless charging pad not
included).

Sealed-fit earbuds for a secure fit
Getting the right fit is key to getting the right sound, so Motif A.N.C. comes with sealed-fit earbuds and three ear-tip
sizes so you can find the most secure and comfortable fit.

Intuitive design that puts the music first
Motif A.N.C. is straightforward but smart in its design. Intuitive touch-sensitive earbuds make it easier than ever for you
to interact with your music and calls, and in-built dual microphones make sure that your voice is heard.

Carry the big stage in your pocket
You should never have to go down in sound when you go down in size. Motif A.N.C. delivers the same Marshall sound
in a design that is both sturdy and slim. These headphones are the definition of rugged, with IPX5-rated earbuds and
an IPX4-rated scratch-proof pocket-sized charging case, so you can carry it
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around with you and keep the music going.

What's in the box

    •  Motif A.N.C. true wireless headphones
    •  Charging case
    •  USB-C charging cable
    •  User manual and legal and safety information
    •  Ear tips (S, M, L)

Specifikation

Produktegenskaper

Headphone features

Headphone type: In Ear

Sensitivity: 106

Construction: Closed

Driver size: 6

Impedance: 16

EAN: 7340055383776

Tillverkarens nummer 1005964

Vikt 0.05 kilograms
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